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Bahamas to Portugal

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bahamas-to-portugal/

In the summer of 2016, we decided to head to Europe.  Our journey started in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
and ended in Almerimar, Spain, 100 nm east of Gibraltar. We had been to the Bahamas once before, but
decided we wanted to see more of the area so we crossed the Gulf Stream and checked in at Old Bahama
Bay Marina on the island of Grand Bahama. The Gulf Stream is one of those strong currents that exist
around the world, that you have to pay attention to, kind of like the Agullas Current running down the
east coast of South Africa. There was not a lot of wind and we were making good time sailing northwards
in the current. But once we tacked to try and get some easting in, we were just swept along northwards,
and in order to make our landfall, we had to turn on the motor and head southeast of our target in order
not to miss it. We knew that we needed $300 USD to check into the Bahamas, and assumed we would be
able to get it at the marina. The last time we had checked into the Bahamas, they took credit cards.
Wrong, they would not take a credit card and there were no ATM’s, so we had to take a taxi to the next
town to get the cash.  That was an expensive lesson about reading and remembering the details about
checking into a country.

We enjoyed our week in the Bahamas, gunkholing around small, uncrowded anchorages, snorkeling and
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hunting for shells along deserted beaches. We had planned to stay longer, but a decent weather window
presented itself, so we were off to Bermuda, leaving from a cut through the reef, north of one of the
Abaco Islands.

We crossed right through the middle of the Bermuda Triangle and lived to tell about it!  There were no
unidentified flying objects, but we did get hit by some nasty winds.  Our aging sails could not take the
flogging that resulted from the large swell and swirling winds, produced by a couple of systems that
passed by. One of the seams near the top of the main gave out, and about a meter of the top of the sail
almost completely separated from bottom.  The only thing holding the sail together was the bolt rope.
Thank goodness it held as I tugged at it and the sail finally came down. The Genoa also needed repairs, so
once the rain clouds had disappeared and the seas had calmed, both sails were on the deck being taped
and sewn as we motored westward with the auto pilot keeping us on course. Twice during the repairs, we
had to stop and secure the sails, put our equipment away and endure a lengthy thunder shower. The
weather window was not as ideal as we had been led to believe!

 St. George’s Harbour, Bermuda

Bermuda is a gorgeous spot, clean, tidy and very British. It is a low-lying series of coral islands
connected by bridges with beautiful beaches, sparkling clean water, super weather and colourful fragrant
flowers everywhere. Bermuda has a fascinating history: a Spanish navigator, Juan de Bermudez
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discovered it in 1505, but didn’t stop due to the weather. In 1609 Sir George Somers, a British lord
whose ships, which were bound for the Carolina’s, were wrecked upon it’s shores and a colony was
eventually begun. The British recognized it’s usefulness as a spot to repair their fleets during the
American War of Independence. St. George’s Harbour is a wonderful natural harbour where you can
anchor, free of charge. Convicts were also sent here in the 1700’s and lived on derelict war ships while
they were forced to work on repairing still useable ships. There are tales of pirates, yellow fever and
deprivations suffered by the soldiers stationed there; great stuff if you are a history buff.

We decided to replace our sails there and spent a month getting to know the Island. The sails were made
in the Barbados and we inquired whether it was possible to have them shipped to the Azores where we
could pick them up.  We were informed that we would have to pay a 25% Value Added Tax on them if
we chose to pick them up in the Azores, which is a member of the EU. The tax would be refunded once
we left the EU.  We did not want to attempt that bureaucratic nightmare, so decide to wait in Bermuda for
the sails. It was hard to see boats leave to continue their Atlantic crossing when we were unable to.  We
had hoped to be in Turkey for the winter, so our time line was being severely pushed with the five-week
delay.

 Weather chart.

A named storm passed about 150nm north of Bermuda while we waited. The hurricane season, which
begins in June, was upon us, but historically Bermuda had never been hit early in the year. Winds up to
40 knots screamed across the Bay and the driving rain made boats just 30 meters away almost invisible.
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 Boat in windstorm

We watched as an Amel 50 dragged anchor slowly past us in the middle of the night. We called on the
radio and blew our horn at them, but they did not respond in any manner. Thank goodness their anchor
finally caught and held them off the reef- infested lee shore.  We have a 15 kilogram kellet and that, with
70 meters of chain, held us safe and secure in 8 meters of water.

We set off the day after we received our sails.  It is 1,700 nautical miles to the Azores. The conventional
wisdom says to head north-northeast to stay above the Azores high, and once you’ve reached 40 degrees
north latitude, you can turn east. There was a system tracking northeast past us and to avoid it, we headed
due east. We got caught in the edge of it and headed south- southeast to get away from the storm. A SSB
net had been arranged with a group of boats that left just ahead of us, so we could get detailed weather
reports about the conditions in front of us. Once this front had cleared, we heard that the others were
experiencing the Azores high, with clear skies and very light winds.  We skirted the edge of the high by
heading almost due north and could make good time.  Once we reached 41 degrees north latitude, we
changed direction to the east-northeast and were caught in the high about 72 hours from our destination of
Flores. We turned on the motor and motor sailed the rest of the way, sailing 2,175 miles to cover a 1,700
mile journey.
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 West coast of Flores Island

The Azores are a group of seven islands that belong to Portugal. They are located on the ridge where two
tectonic plates meet and are quite mountainous, with volcanic craters all over the land mass. For the main
part, the Islands are very rural and as they are well over 1,000 nm from anywhere, they have not been
over-run with cruise ships filled with tourists. Europeans holiday here, taking in the stunning scenery and
making good use of the numerous hiking trails. The sailing is excellent between and around the Islands,
with lots of anchorages and decent, if sometimes crowded, marinas.

Flores, our first stop, is the most westerly point in Europe. It was great to see it about a year after seeing
the most easterly point in North America, just outside of St. John’s Newfoundland. We anchored outside
the marina, the winds were such that the outer wall offered good shelter.  Portuguese is the main language
on the Islands, but we found there was quite a bit of English spoken, especially among people working in
the tourist industry. We took a tour of Flores, and its mountainous volcanic centre was worth seeing, as
were the terraced fields on the hillsides, lined with rocks and blue hydrangea hedges, all quite stunning.
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 Boat signs in the city of Horta, on the island of Faial

It was an overnight sail to the Island of Faial, where we opted to take a spot at the marina.  Prices were
quite reasonable and the access to shore was worth it.  We left our sign on the harbour wall, as thousands
of other sailors had done before us. The city of Horta was typically European, with narrow streets and
three story buildings, with no spaces between, giving us the feeling that we were on a Jason Bourne
movie set. The Portuguese “football” team won the European Championship and it was quite something
to be in the bar with the rabid fans, while it was taking place. It was similar to Canada winning an
Olympic hockey gold medal. We took a ferry over to the Island of Pico, and hiked up Pico one lovely
day. It was a tough climb; the footing being tricky the higher you got on the volcanic rock, but being
above the clouds on the highest peak in Portugal was well worth the pain.

Our final stop in the Azores was the Island of Sao Jorge. We checked that there was room at the marina
before we left, as there are not very many spots to anchor. Hiking up into the hills from the harbour
offered great views, and we found a wonderful spot for some lunch, tucked away in a small village. The
community had made a super swimming spot by pouring some cement along the edges of a small, natural
bay to give bathers a place to sit down and walk around without slipping on the jagged volcanic rocks.
There were ladders built into the structure to allow great access to the water. It was very innovative; we
had never seen anything quite like it.
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Time was slipping away and if we wanted to make it to Turkey for the winter, we needed to make tracks.
The reason we chose Turkey is because it is outside of the Schengen Agreement area.  The Schengen
Agreement limits the amount of time non-EU members are allowed to spend in the member countries.  At
the moment, Canadian are only allowed to be in the country 90 days out of 180. Three months is not a lot
of time to sail from the Azores to Turkey. Our passage to Portugal was mostly hard on the wind. We did
not think we were going to be able to make the southwest corner of Portugal, but as we got closer to land,
the wind angle changed and we did not have to tack to make our landfall of Lagos, Portugal. We carefully
crossed the tanker traffic lanes, the busiest we had seen since Singapore. We had a wonderful trip down
the Algarve coast of Portugal and on in to Gibraltar. That will be the subject of another article. We used
the RCC Pilotage Foundation cruising guide for the Atlantic Islands.  It includes the Azores, Madeira
Group, Canary Island and Cape Verdes, and it has a lot of very useful information; we would highly
recommend it.  Our blog has many other stories on it.

 

About The Author

Ann Lange

Cat's-Paw IV - Fast Passage, 40, Cutter rigged

Members of the VI Chapter and the Fleet of 2006, Ann and Barry have almost completed their
circumnavigation. Winter 2016 was spent in Cuba followed by a crossing of the Atlantic with thoughts of
spending several years in the Mediterranean. A bad back sent them back across the Atlantic and they are
now in Bonaire planning on going through the Panama Canal in April.

_______________________________________________
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Objects of Intense Desire

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/objects-intense-desire-2/

While in the marina in Puerto Chiapas Mexico, I gave a fellow cruiser a hand moving his dinghy in the
dry storage yard. To move it, we had to move the aluminum ladder used to get aboard. When we went to
use the repositioned ladder, we got a strong electrical shock. After getting another boater in the yard to
unplug the boat, we came down and I fetched my “circuit tester” and we used it to test the outlets and
boat wiring, finding a “hot ground” condition in the marina outlets.

Since any wiring fault can be serious; cause shocks, damage equipment aboard, dissolve zincs, etc. I use
this simple tester in every marina we enter. While most marinas in Canada and the USA are ok, I think
about 1/3 of the marinas in Mexico have failed somehow in their wiring. The marina management has
always quickly set the problem to rights when informed, but if they don’t know it’s broken they won’t
fix it.

This simple tester doesn’t do anything you can’t do with a multimeter, but it is simpler and faster to use,
has the advantage of instant readout (no switching the leads around), and no chance of a zap from the
leads as you use them.
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We have lent it to dozens of cruisers in different marinas after they see us get the management out to fix a
problem, and all comment that they are adding one to their box of tricks aboard.

These are available at most good hardware stores, in the $10-20 range.

About The Author

Rob Murray

Avant - Beneteau First 44.5 Sloop

Rob Murray and Debra Zhou are 'Doers' in the Sea of Cortez, Mexico.

_______________________________________________
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Fort Lauderdale to Panama via Jamaica: Part II

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/fort-lauderdale-panama-via-jamaica-part-ii/

As you may recall, I accepted an invitation to crew on J’Sea, to take her from Florida to Panama, via
Jamaica. In Part One, we dealt with a refugee rescue situation. After that, we were ready to continue on
our journey.

Part Two: Transiting the Panama Canal

We are now four days from Jamaica and 280 nautical miles from the east end of Cuba. We sail if we can
maintain a good speed and motor sail when the winds go light or change to an inopportune direction. The
wind tends to build during the day, and sometimes we find ourselves sailing close hauled to our next
waypoint.

As we approached the eastern end of Cuba, we had a fantastic sail! Downwind 20-25 knots wing on wing
from the eastern end of Cuba to Porto Antonio, Jamaica, averaging 8 knots with occasional surfing to 11,
12 and my personal record of 13.8 knots.
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We arrived at Errol Flynn Marina, a lovely small marina with wide concrete docks, showers, a bar, and
swimming pool all landscaped with lush greenery. We’d radioed ahead for a spot, hoping that we could
check in, take on fuel, water and provisions then check out the same evening. Too ambitious. Customs
agents did visit us but we couldn’t leave the marina compound until we were cleared by immigration the
next morning. Our Q flag stayed up. Jeff Temes bused from Kingston to join the crew.

The next morning, the immigration official arrived bright and early at 1030h. By this time, Jeff had done
one run into town, but the rest of us had to wait to explore the town until checked by immigration
officials. But we were finally freed to walk two blocks to the stores and outdoor market to restock the
cupboards.

We left the fuel dock that afternoon and headed into a southeast wind that slowed our progress around the
eastern tip of Jamaica, for our 560 nautical mile journey heading 210 degrees to Colon, Panama. We
admired the lush hilly terrain cloaked in mist as we tacked in close to shore. Two fisherman came
alongside to sell us lobster (5 for $20US) so our pesto pasta dinner was elevated to a seafood feast.

We motorsailed through the evening as the wind was still light, but by morning we had a beam reach in
the 20 knot tradewinds. The next day as we headed south, we were wing on wing with a poled out jib,
clocking down the miles. The waves and swell kept us on our toes and we hand steered. At night we
reefed down the main to provide a more balanced sail and navigated by the Southern Cross.

Two days and two nights later than anticipated, we are less than 40 miles from Colon.

Approaching the Canal

Two no-no’s as we entered the breakwater leading to the Canal:

1. We were to radio in to ask permission to enter from the harbour master
2. We’re not allowed to sail in, but must motor

Oh well, we weren’t arrested.

We were given a berth at Shelter Bay Marina, our home away from home until a Canal date could be
arranged. The marina is beautiful with showers, a restaurant and mini store, a pool and laundry. Very
comfortable.
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 Shelter Bay Marina vista

The next day we were visited by our Canal agent, who explained how things work to transit the Canal.
He’d arranged to have our boat measured and inspected to ensure that we had the requisite four 130’
lines, many fenders, four crew plus a helmsperson. We were advised we must provide meals for our on-
board advisors.

An advisor will join us and stay through the first three locks, then depart while we anchor overnight at
Gatun Lake in the middle of the Canal. Another advisor returns early the following morning to help us
maneuver the next three locks. And then we will be in Puerto Balboa on the Pacific. So the hoops are
jumped and now we wait for a Canal date.

We had a few days to get to know our neighbours. One sailboat is 21 feet long, painted bright turquoise
and pink and skippered by a French woman who sailed solo from Brittany to Panama to celebrate her
70th birthday. Her ultimate destination is Tahiti.

She’d attempted the Canal crossing a few days earlier, but was sent back because she refused to tie up to
a tug boat, didn’t have the requisite four cleats and the advisor wasn’t sure she could achieve the
minimum speed of five knots. She’s trying again in a few days with a new outboard. We all wish we
could tow her or tie her alongside our boats.

Other boats are large luxurious catamarans, as well as sail and power boats from all over the world. One
morning, the excitement involved watching a beautiful sailboat from Port Ludlow, Washington, bash into
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several other boats while maneuvering in the marina. The trade winds were strong and pushed him
sideways, but those same winds do keep the temperature bearable for the rest of us. It was 33C.

Waiting to Transit

We decided to take a little walking jaunt through the jungle to Fort San Lorenzo National Park.
Something about “mad dogs and Englishmen in the noon day sun”. The road was paved with huge trees
and ferns edging in on both sides. Small black monkeys stared at us from their perches high in the trees.
A large hawk tracked us, flying low and perching on a branch ahead, waiting for us to pass. Waiting for
me to collapse was my belief.

Halfway into the 10km walk, with blistered feet and swollen hands, I bailed but the others also realized
that 20km was too much, so we retraced our steps, stopping at a beach for a welcome swim.

There we met several men who’d been fishing and collecting coconuts. They imitated the call of a howler
monkey and when they received an answering call, they pointed out three of them glaring down at us.
They were much larger than the monkeys we’d seen earlier.

 Monkeys hanging around in the jungle canopy.
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On our return to the Marina, we sat in the air conditioned bar until our temperatures returned to normal.
We also researched a trip to Portobelo and Isla Grande on the Caribbean side, south of Colon, this time by
car.

A couple of days later, we taxied through the abandoned Fort Sherman, formerly the US Army base that
oversaw the Canal operations, to Colon to pick up a rental car. It takes almost an hour to drive 20 km, by
the time you wait for either the ferry or the Canal traffic. The ferry ramp had malfunctioned, so we waited
for the road that goes under the Canal beside the locks. It is eery to drive beside the big doors that hold
back the water. We got a glimpse of the boring machine that is tunneling out the new, larger Canal.

 Large dredge finishing up the new canal project.

Four of us set out for Portobelo, pop. 3,000. It was a major shipping port for gold and silver from the
Americas to Europe in the 17th century. The original port and fort was at Nombre de Dios 20 km away,
but this harbour is much more defensible. There were once two forts here, but the Americans blasted one
of them to harvest rocks to build the Panama Canal. The other is in ruins in the middle of town.

We stopped in at Captain Jack’s hostel, harbour-view restaurant and bar for a really delicious lunch.
There is a drought, so even though it looks green to us, this town has little water. Our server poured
bottled water over my hands so that I could wash them.
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We secured the last available hotel room at the Coco Plum Eco-lodge. The room reminds me of story of
the three bears with its row of four single beds. We were lucky to get this, as tomorrow is a festival, so
the town is fully booked. But like the rest of the town, there is NO water, so no showers and we were
issued a bucket and ladle for washing and toilet flushing.

 CocoPlum Resort in Portobelo: a 4 bed room.

From Portobelo, lorchas can take you to Isla Grande or the San Blas Islands, where the Cuna Indians
make their home.  But an email arrived from Roy, our Canal expediter, announcing that Canal transit
would begin Monday, a week after our arrival, so we headed back to J’Sea.

Transit Day

Roy told us he’d come by the Marina at 1230h. He arrived about 1330h. We don’t know whether he
regularly tells us an hour earlier so we’ll be ready or that he’s always late. This part of the world isn’t
known for its punctuality. ‘Soon come now” is the Jamaican equivalent of manana.

We motored out of the Marina and waited for the pilot boat to deliver our advisor, Guillermo. At his
direction, we continued to Miraflores Lock. J’Sea and another Jeanneau, UpNext, were to raft to each
side of a Nordhaven 55 from Salem Oregon.
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The huge gates opened and we followed a freighter into the lock. The Canal line handlers threw a thin
line ending in a handball-sized monkey fist, which we attached to the 130’ line on our stern cleat. Our
bow and stern lines were attached to the Nordhaven. We were centered in the Canal well away from the
concrete walls. Under the advisor’s instruction, we ran the engine in reverse at full throttle to hold us
steady, while the gates closed. It was very weird to peek out at the roadway that we’d driven through the
days before.

 Canal gates – note the turbulence!

The water filled up to 45 ft. quite quickly and we proceeded to the next two locks, repeating the procedure
each time. It was all quite easy and we spent some time taking pictures.

As we left the third lock and un-rafted, we were directed to an anchoring area in Lake Gatun. UpNext had
already anchored, but our Guillermo instructed us to drop our anchor in 35 ft of water – unfortunately it
was exactly where UpNext had been directed to drop their anchor, so we upped anchor to try again and
this time the anchor didn’t dig in, so we ignored our advisor’s orders and anchored successfully.

Another advisor was to arrive at 6:00-6:30 the next morning. We were drinking our coffee when the pilot
boat delivered advisors to UpNext, the Nordhaven and a 70’ catamaran. We were left behind. Around
0900h, our new advisor, Roy, was delivered alongside. For several hours we motored 21 miles across
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Lake Gatun. We hugged the starboard side of the shipping channel as huge freighters, reefers and tankers
passed us on each side.

Roy pointed out a Smithsonian research vessel and buoy maintenance crew. He told us that once a jaguar
climbed the anchor chain of a freighter and had to be rescued and removed by a vet. There is recreational
fishing allowed, away from the channel. He said that he used to see lots of alligators, but not many
anymore as Panamanians shoot them and sell them. Tour boats take visitors to several islands where all
the monkeys were relocated, when the lake was created by the damming of the Chagres River.

The drought this year in Panama has the lake down by about six feet, the lowest level since 1988. Tree
roots from the original flooding were clearly visible.

As we approached lock four leading downward to the Pacific, Roy explained that we would go into the
lock ahead of a freighter aptly named the Virgo Colossus. We’d moor temporarily on the port side of the
Canal. One of the freighter’s three tugs would pass us and proceed to the front of the lock. We would
then release our mooring and tie up to the tug on our port side. Easier said than done. The wind was on
our stern at 12-20 knots. The tug pushed the freighter against the Canal side so he could pass it, then us. I
was at the helm and unable to hold my position as the enormous tug quickly motored up beside us. We
were ready to throw lines to the tug, but one of the guys on the tug said “not yet” countermanding our
advisor’s instructions. In seconds, I was broadside in the Canal with no steerage. Our crew kept us off the
wall and I was finally able to get the boat maneuvered again within throwing distance of the tug. This
time they caught the lines. Roy wasn’t happy and said it wasn’t my fault – they should have been ready.
According to him, the guy on the tug was showing off to a new female crew member.

The water flowed out of the Canal. Roy instructed me that as soon as the gate opened and the lines
thrown off, I was to motor quickly out of the Canal. “Go, go, go”, he ordered, but when I throttled up we
were still too close to the tug and despite our crew pushing off, I slightly bent a stanchion. I felt terrible.

John wanted Jeff to take the boat through the next lock to give him some experience in boat handling. I’d
taken J’Sea through four locks and was still rattled about the stanchion, so willingly gave up the
responsibility.

Once again we were to enter the lock first and tie up temporarily to the port side of the lock, while the 
Virgo Colossus was maneuvered into position behind us. The concrete sides were badly spalled; there
were metal edges and areas of voids. The rubber designed to protect vessels from the Canal sides was
several feet higher than the water level, so provided no cushioning. Unfortunately, J’Sea hit the side with
a sickening crunch. I didn’t know until later that a metal rod shattered a plexiglass window, fortunately
leaving the fiberglass hull intact.
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 The Virgo
Colussus bearing down on us pushed by tugs and pulled by donkeys.

Glenn took over for the last lock and experienced a similar inability to maintain steerage, but we were
finally tied up to the tug. The water in this last lock drains to the Pacific. Roy warned us about the current
– really! This time, the instruction was to wait for the even larger tug, Cerro Grande, to leave first, then
follow him out. Glenn had as much inability to control the boat as Jeff and I had. The aft section of the
Bimini tore out of its attachments as it caught on the tug. J’Sea came very close to the starboard wall but
didn’t hit. No one likes to damage someone else’s boat. It was dismal and distressing. We clearly
understood now why the French woman sailor refused to go through the Canal transit alongside a tug.

That night we anchored in the mooring buoy field that comprises the Balboa Yacht Club and Roy was
picked up shortly thereafter by the pilot launch. He said he hadn’t had that bad a day in years. We were
all ready to drown our sorrows.

We rallied enough to jump into the Yacht Club barca and were delivered ashore to a long pier with rusty
railings and unevenly placed floorboards. The showers were basic and the restaurant overrun with feral
cats, but Balboa beer helped dissolve our bad mood and celebrate our arrival in the Pacific.

About The Author

Elizabeth Gregory

Sequela - CS 30 Sloop
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I have been gunkholing the west coast for 30 years on my own variously-sized sailboats complemented
by crewing with others in more southerly climes. Sailing in Europe is on my bucket list!

_______________________________________________
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Panama Canal Transit

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/panama-canal-transit/

We are very excited to announce a new series of articles in Currents for 2017: Memories of a
Circumnavigation. This series will recount the adventures of Argonauta I, from when they began their
journey in 1997 in the Caribbean, until the completion of the circumnavigation in 2006, when they
crossed their  1997 outbound Caribbean track.

In early 1999, we arrived at the Panama Canal, having spent the previous couple of years making our way
from The British Virgin Islands via the Island Chain, Venezuela and Columbia to Panama. Enroute we
had upgraded, and modified Argonauta I from a basic coastal cruiser to a bluewater capable vessel, with
all the systems essential to a circumnavigation: rigging, sails, electrics, electronics, steering, and support
systems such as a watermaker and freezer. Perhaps as importantly, in the two or so years taken to reach
the Canal, we had gained confidence in both the yacht and ourselves and felt ready to undertake a serious
ocean passage.

February 27, 1999, we arrived in Puerto Cristóbal, the Atlantic terminus for the Panama Canal.  We
anchored about a mile off the North/South path to the Gatun Locks, the first set for a south bound transit. 
Peculiarities of geography result in a North/South axis of the Canal, not East/West as one might 
imagine.  The three Gatun Locks will raise Argonauta I 85 feet to Gatun Lake.  It is 31 miles from the
Gatun Locks across the lake to the Pedro Miguel lock.  Here we enter Miraflores Lake, where we will
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leave the boat for a month at the Pedro Miguel Boat Club, while we fly to Canada for a brief visit. At that
time, one could opt for a mid-passage stay at the Boat Club, which was an R & R fixture for the
American Military contingent at the Canal. It is now closed. Once we returned, we would do final
provisioning and down lock into the Pacific via the Miraflores Locks.

 Pedro Miguel Yacht Club

At our anchorage, Area AF@, known as the AFlats@, there were about 50 yachts, mostly awaiting transit
or resting from a recent northbound transit.  To our surprise, we found Area AF@ quite pleasant, as it is
well away from the port, with an undeveloped shoreline studded with palms.  It is a short dinghy ride to
the Panama Canal Yacht Club, the gathering place at the time for all yachties. Now yachts gather at
nearby Shelter Bay Marina. We planned to use an agent for all formalities as opposed to running around
to various offices as most yachties do.  That is because we could get a suitable transit date more easily, as
well as obtaining the necessary clearance for a mid-transit stop over. While we awaited transit
arrangement in Cristóbal, we had the sails maintained and stocked nonperishable provisions.  Our two 25
gallon Nauta flex tanks secured to the deck provided excellent reserve tankage for diesel.  With 50
gallons on deck plus two 6 gallon jerry jugs, we arrived here from Cartagena after 7 weeks with a full
main tank (50 gal) plus one full jerry jug.  (Fuel transfer was by siphoning). The 100 gallon-plus capacity
gave us a motoring range of about 700 NM. For the transit, the now empty flex tanks were folded up and
stowed, to be filled at Pedro Miguel. With a bit of preventive maintenance, we were ready to head into the
Pacific. We hoped for a smooth Canal transit.

Friday, March 5, we learned that we were scheduled to transit beginning at 0530 hours Saturday
morning.  I had earlier recruited four line handlers to manage our four, 125 foot lines needed to stabilize
the boat in the locks.  All the line handlers intended to transit their vessels within a week or so and wanted
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firsthand experience in the Canal.  So our crew assembled onboard Argonauta I at 0515 hrs.  Over sticky
buns and coffee, we provided a boat check-out for our line handlers and then we set up the lines. I had
earlier acquired four tires, which I wrapped in garbage bags as extra fenders.  That made it 6 fenders per
side and I kept spare fenders available on deck for emergency use.  Ideas from our line handlers resulted
in our fixing a snatch block at each line position to accommodate the up to 70 degree angle we expected
the lines to reach, as they are drawn up to the top of the lock some 40 to 50 feet above.  Also, we ran the
crucial aft lines forward to the Genoa winches to overcome anticipated extreme forces.

 Line handlers

Our Pilot was delivered by the Pilot Boat at 0600h.  He checked and approved our setup and advised we
would be transiting as a three vessel nest.  Appledore III, a 60 foot classic schooner would be centre, I
chose to be on the starboard and a 50 foot Costa Rican Hatteras smoke pot, Nauti Lady, ended up on the
port side.  At the time, the name did not have any significance, but later events showed she was aptly
named! We joined up short of the Gatun Locks, secured bow, stern and spring lines and entered the lock. 
The configuration meant that only our two starboard long lines would be run to the lock, while our port
side was given over to securing to Appledore III.  Nauti Lady of course, had their port long lines to the
lock.  Appledore III had no lines to the lock.  Thus transformed into one vessel, the Panama Canal Pilot
on Appledore III would navigate and call power changes for all three vessels.

We entered the lock behind a huge, multi-thousand ton freighter, the lock line handlers above threw down
the monkey-fisted pickup lines, which were secured to the boat lines so that they could be fixed to
bollards at the top of the lock.  Tension was taken up by line handlers on the two outboard yachts, lock
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doors were closed and water entered to raise us up about 40 feet in the first of the three Gatun Locks.. In
the first few minutes there was a major emergency! Nauti Lady‘s port stern lock line parted and seconds
later their port bow lock line also parted.  Instantly, we began to close on the starboard lock wall. With us
on the inside, the possibility of major damage to Argonauta I was only seconds away! The nest was now
heading bow in to the wall, so I immediately came in with full power and full left rudder. I was able to
rotate the nest parallel to the wall and slow our movement towards it.  At the same time, I ordered all
extra fenders placed by hand on our starboard side.  Appledore III‘s crew leapt over with more fenders
and with my use of power, we soft landed against the sidewall of the lock. Line handlers pushed against
the lock side to hold us off.  While fenders were completely compressed, the tires provided minimal
separation. Our lower port spreader came within 4 to 6 inches of the wall.

 Uplocking

Thanks to prompt action on everyone’s part, we suffered no damage to either hull or rigging.  We later
learned that Nauti Lady‘s lines had been rented.  They were hemp, not nylon and obviously rotted. 
Appledore III provided two of their lines for the remaining locks.  We passed through these two without
further incident, entering Gatun Lake 85 feet above sea level at 1000 hours.  There, the nest untied and
proceeded individually.  We sailed and motored the 31 odd miles to the Pedro Miguel Lock. Our pilot
directed us via a shortcut called the Banana Cut.  We reached the Pedro Miguel locks at 1400 hrs.  Here
yachts enter ahead of the large ship.

Poor communication between the lockmaster and our pilot resulted in a close squeeze between the bow of
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the freighter and the lock entrance.  As the freighter was slowly closing the gap, we found ourselves in a
nerve rending sprint to enter the lock.  I was too close to abort the entry! We squeaked in to cheers from
those on shore and the odd scream from those on board!  Once in the lock, we slowed, tied to a tugboat,
and down locked into Miraflores Lake.  We docked at the Boat Club by 1600 hours, more than a little
relieved to be unscathed. Once secured, we left for Canada.

While in Canada and just two days prior to departure, we received news that Argonauta I had been
damaged due to tug wash. Her mast had tangled with a neighboring ketch’s triatic stay, cleaning off our
wind transducer, masthead light, one spinnaker sheave and damaging the relative wind indicator. I was
able to source replacement parts before we returned, (I delayed our return flight by 2 days) which
obviated hours of long distance calls.

We arrived back at the yacht April 29. Damage to the mast head was as reported. Evidently, tug wash
caused an out of synch roll.  I had checked conflict possibilities carefully before we departed, but did not
put the necessary thought to danger posed by a triatic stay in an out of synch roll caused by reflected wash
from shore. This reportedly happened only once in the nearly seven weeks we were away! It was super
bad luck but not a show stopper. With replacement items enroute, I was hopeful repairs could be
completed in a week or two.  Excellent local support meant we were soon repaired and fueled up ready to
down-lock into the Pacific. This we did without incident on Sunday, May 16, 1999.

Once in saltwater, we dropped off line handlers in Balboa and headed for Taboga Island just north of the
ship anchorage. There we completed a final systems check before heading for the Galapagos. We were on
our own to Australia. Lots of adventure was ahead.

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 
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Cruising the Warm, Welcoming Sea of Cortez

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/cruising-warm-welcoming-sea-cortez/

As we set off on our around the World cruising odyssey, we had certain preconceptions about the dry Sea
of Cortez and Mexico overall. More on these later.

Getting there was an adventure in itself. Formally untying the lines on a hot July 21, 2016, in Parksville
and heading to the thriving metropolis of Vancouver seemed a fitting start to our adventure. Looking
back, we realized that this would be the warmest we would be until we got to Cabo San Lucas, 4 months
later! Leaving Port Angeles was the most-churned the sea would be for us, with current against wind and
4 seconds between standing waves! Things that have not moved before or since came flying off the
shelves and we almost turned back, but found relief going close to shore. Turning left at the Pacific Ocean
was a memorable experience, with the fog parting for a glimpse of Cape Flattery. We harbour hopped the
many bar crossings along the Coast, making a lucky weather window around Cape Blanco and the
notorious Cape Mendocino.

Fog followed us into Southern California, where we discovered the Channel Islands. A three day stay
developed into 3 weeks of exploring and meeting up with our current sailing buddy boat, Harlequin (who
left Sidney a month after we did) and the “Adventure Adrift” couple on Veruna. The dry, arid landscape
in the Channel Islands resembled the pictures that we saw of the Sea of Cortez, so we were excited to see
this area. In San Diego, we were the last boat to join the Baja Haha (183 out of 183 boats). This three-stop
sociable “race” to Cabo San Lucas proved to be a fun experience, as we connected with many boats that
we are continuing to see in our travels. Snorkeling Cabo Pulmo, the revitalized hard coral reef, was
spectacular.
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 Snorkeling at Frailes near Cabo Pulmo south of La Paz and north of Cabo San Lucas

This is an example of a successful community focusing on bringing back the over-fished marine life by
voluntarily patrolling the reefs. The diversity and quantity of life in these reefs is remarkable – a real
success story of changing the emphasis of the community from fishing to tourism. Arriving in La Paz on
November 21, 2016, we found a wonderful community to live in and it was hard to leave, as it was an
ideal spot to bring aboard friends and family as we explored Islas Espíritu Santo and Partida.
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 Caleta Partida is between the two islands Espíritu Santo and Partida, just northeast of La Paz

Marina de La Paz and Club Cruceros were a cruising community with yoga, runs on the Malecon, tennis,
cards, games, dinners, whale shark expeditions, celebrating Christmas  on the dock and bringing in the
New Year anchored with friends.

 Tiny portable Christmas tree

We even celebrated Valentines Day with my parents and friends from Parksville, and got a taste of the
colourful and lively Carnival at the end of February.
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We hauled out to repaint our hulls at Marina Del Palmara, a first class place, where the job was done fast
and thoroughly. After celebrating Scott’s 60th birthday with a surprise party with 15 cruisers, we left La
Paz on Feb. 27 with two other boats. We traveled up the Baja with highlights of manta rays flipping and a
frigate bird rookery at Espíritu Santo; swimming with the seals at Los Islotes; dinner at Lupes at San
Evaristo; hiking the challenging Steinbeck Canyon; humpback and blue whales near Loreto and
Coronado Island; frequent visits from dolphins, notably in the Bahia de Concepcion; partying in the
Orchard with Linda and Curtis at Mulege, and cave paintings with Salvador. We are presently at Santa
Rosalia, with plans to leave early tomorrow for San Francisquito, a 77 mile journey.

When we were in the beginning stages of planning our journey, we had thoughts to miss the Sea of Cortez
entirely as it seemed such a barren and dry area. However, this area has been described as the World’s
Aquarium. Exploring it further, we have found the diversity of birds, reef fish and flora in this area to be
amazing. However, the stories of putting your hook in the water and quickly catching a large fish for
dinner sadly no longer exist, as over-fishing has depleted the marine life so much that some locals call the
Sea of Cortez dead. Dorado and Marlin are infrequent catches, though the Triggerfish and the dark meat
of Tuna Bonita can be snagged. The parrotfish, whose job it is to eat the algae covering the coral, have
been so over-fished by spear fishing that the coral is choked by the algae. In a strange situation, it is not
illegal to buy parrotfish, just to fish for them. We were lucky to talk to several people who are actively
trying to limit the poaching of these ecologically valuable fish. They had the three major grocery stores
and several restaurants in La Paz to agree not to sell parrotfish. A start, but it is yet to determine if it is too
little too late. For more information on this topic, check out the website www.seawatch.org.

Another misconception we had about Mexico stemmed from the highly publicized drug activity and
corruption in this area. Our experiences with the Mexican people are entirely positive. They have been
friendly, helpful, honest, content and family oriented. In La Paz, there was only one homeless person that
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we remember, throughout our 3 month stay there. The children and teenagers were seen playing beach
volleyball, soccer and running on the Malecon, almost always with their families. Children are included
in all the activities and there were many schools for the “ninos”. When a Mexican person greats you, it
isn’t usually with “hola”, the equivalent of “hi”. They look at you in the eyes, ask how you are and try to
practice their English. They usually grasp you by the hand with both hands and even a person who may
not be dressed well is treated with respect by other people. They are proud of their community and the
history of their families and the area. They are patient with our poor attempts at Spanish and a smile is the
first thing that they give. We had a stereo system, air conditioning and the hull painted, and the service
was prompt, clean, thorough and they resist early payment or a tip. Any time you ask a person for help,
they will go way out of their way to bring you to the place you are looking for. For example, a sales clerk
at Sears brought us up two flights of escalators to show us where the hats were located. For my morning
runs, there were dozens of local people stretching, hopping and running, so I felt right at home. Only in
Cabo San Lucas did we feel hounded to purchase items. In all other areas of the Baja, we were only
offered things to buy if we asked.

So, our perspective of the Mexican people of the Sea of Cortez has been a warm, welcoming, honest,
family oriented, supportive people who are content with their lives and happy to help out. We look
forward to continuing our journey in the Sea of Cortez over the rest of the spring and summer. We are
loving this cruising life and look forward to the many cultures, experiences and adventures that lie ahead
in the years to come.

About The Author

Laurie Ritchie and Scott Doran

Muskoka - Lagoon 400 S2

We left from Parksville, BC. July 21, 2016 for a slow, exploratory circumnavigation around the world.
We are currently in Santa Rosalia, BCS, Mexico in the Sea of Cortez. It is a copper mining town with a
small Fonatur Marina protected by a large breakwater. There are good restaurants, grocery stores,
hardware stores and very friendly people. We plan to set off soon to go further north.

_______________________________________________
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Remembering the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/peterson-cup-cruising-rally-2016/

Stories Upon Stories – Live your life today

There is always a theme for the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally (PCCR)… even a T-shirt. Last year it was 
Search for Puyuhapi. Why, you may ask? Because Commodore Ken had been motorcycling through
Chile and Patagonia and had walked right through there in February.  Puyuhapi is located through some
tight Patagonian coastal islands, and down a long inlet into the mountains. (yep, just like BC ) It was a
favorite stopping place for BCA members,  Amanda and Barry Glickman on Papa Rumba, now in
Cortes.

As usual, the planning for the PCCR was at 4 pm Saturday, at the Dinghy Dock Pub in Nanaimo. By 5
pm it had all been planned. Instead of a Voyage to fabled Howe Sound and Squamish, arms were twisted
and the brown bubbly supplied until we all were going to Jedediah Island and beyond. And further
discussion was drowned out by the amplified band, which caused everyone to move outside – or go home.
Then …BOOM… boom fizz..BOOM boom— FIREWORKS ALL AROUND our sturdy little boats.
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Sunday at 1000h, the Fleet lined up at Jessie Isle, just beside the ferry lane. We waved, they waved back.
They took our pictures – we are on FaceBook.  Fame showers us again.

The Fleet rounded Jessie Point and tacked NW on a 9 knt breeze. Blue Rose was nowhere to be seen at
the start,  but motor sailed to catch up at Neck Point,  then shut the motor to begin drifting with the Fleet. 
Mischief did the best, and held the lead toward Jedediah Isle. A light boat, fin keel and big sails. Hmmm, 
soon lighter winds, 5 -4 -3 , everyone is pointing in different directions. Would the Fleet actually anchor
in Lantzville?  Fearing this , Commodore Ken managed a drift straight east toward Whisky Gulf firing
range,  then fired up the engine, set the AutoPilot and hopped in the bow hammock, with a good
beverage. The Fleet needed proper example and good guidance, and so it was: Little Bull Passage would
be appie hour. His BlueBerry Pie was in the oven, too.

 Ken’s blueberry pie

Jedediah Isle is now all a BC Parkland. There are official stories of how it started, But Ken had been
painting a kitchen once, belonging to Dianna Schroder. She told of being a single mother on Lasqueti, and
got work at the farm on Jedediah.  She knew their daily table conversations, and every morning she woke
up and looked out to the fields, the orchard, the seashores and Home Bay, with the strongest feeling and
full intention that this would be a big park for everybody to come to.
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There are many spiritual and Magical Spots on Jedediah – for folks who quietly find them.  Ken knew of
a few. With appie hour over, and now Garden Bay, near Mary Islet selected as the next anchoring spot in
the marvelous passage toward Puyuhapi, Ken rowed ashore to find his spiritual spaces that Dianna had
whispered of on that fabled Isle.  The long sunset was special – very special.

 Beautiful sunset

On his return, everyone was gently rocking to sleep in their sturdy little boats.

Monday morning, Blue Rose was jostled by a rubber raft of crew, asking him where to explore, to find
the Magic.  He ducked back inside and took 5 hard boiled Quail eggs from the cooler, and nested them in
a yogurt cup on tissue,  and wrote on the lid “Lesser Great Awk Eggs”. He passed these over to Feather
Mills in the raft, and said, “I found these rolling alone on rocks last night, please please, see if you can
find the birds who care about them”.  Feather went pale, Heather rolled her eyes, Michelle mentioned 
that Ken had misspelled Auk. With that, Peter motored off around the point.

By eleven, the big Texada mountains funneled air up and into Sabine Channel. The winds beckoned, all
the Fleet laid hard over on a beam reach past QT south, then Upwood Point and on to the big resort town
of Puyuhapi (Garden Bay).
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The Garden Bay approach required passage in a narrow channel around Calder, to SE of Mary Islet.  It
was an easy anchor. The potluck and fresh pies had been made on voyage by Heather and Ken; served on 
Tula, where Mischief  was rafted.

Heather’s pie was a very large tray of hot apple and berries, crispy oat topping, whip cream. All made on
a Catalina 27!  Yes, there was some jostling for seconds, while Peter laid out the fresh sashimi. After all,
he was actually salmon fishing and the PCCR was just a great excuse.

Soon, all left on dinghies for the grocery store. Upon their return, Mischief ’s little Danforth anchor had
somehow grown into a 11 kg Rocna.  Heather looked for the pirates,  the thief, or the saint, but none was
to be found, and the hasps were very well tightened on the anchor chain, so it had to stay. Sleep on it dear
captain – they all offered.

And so the waves gently rocked all to sleep in their sturdy little boats.

Tuesday, come the early dawn and it was  0600h. But there was no Commodore. Where was Blue Rose?

Was somebody’s poor communication skills to blame – perhaps? Anyway, he was heading south to
rescue the three craft of the Southern Fleet of PCCR – all solo women sailors.  If that was accomplished,
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he then hoped to go check on the Children, then rejoin the PCCR. Who were scheduled for Blind Bay –
where ever that was!

By 0830h , now near White Islets, Ken had phone contact with the family who were relaxing at home:
“No rush Pa just go sailing, babies are often a week late”. . . So then Commodore located the Southern
Fleet. One in Snug Cove – one disappeared, and one having discussions with a new Male Crew and was
still in Ganges. Sigh-sigh- double sigh…  Commodore get back to duty! With that the Blue Rose set sail
at 180 degrees for Blind Bay – where ever that was. Likely at 312’ NNW  and be there by 1600h for
appie hour.  Meanwhile, the Fleet had composed a wonderful song about the frequently missing
Commodore.

Nelson Isle, Blind Bay is an idyllic spot, several possibles for stern tie, and then there is Telescope
Passage.  All in all,  this is a lovely Puyuhapi. It worked.  Cam and Mary Ann were already there on 
MayKnot. It was just as Cam and Ken had discussed last March in Vancouver. Yet Peter felt he had
chosen the destination.

The PCCR Fleet did a stern tie in the north end, with Mischief  securing the far and peaceful corner. The
appies were on, with a fine Tradewinds pie.  And the songs were written by then.  In fact, there are even
some music instruments on Freyja A. The Commodore felt so honored,  as they sang.

Yet, felt a bit too scattered, distracted, accomplished, foreboding, joyous, oh, and was having some really
great sailing experiences as a solo skipper, with all voyages taken without regard to weather, waves or
currents. The Blue Rose just seemed to be the  “Little Fraser that could”.  It was designed for these BC
coastal conditions after all,  and only a few of these boats were produced.
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Rosie under full sail

Now, after happy appies,  the Fleet skippers gave a nod. They gave over passage-making decision to their
crews. The four crew could choose the next anchorage.  One final night anchoring before Gina’s Mexican
Cafe in Nanaimo. They selected Smugglers Cove-  then on Thursday, everyone would have a nice beam
reach for Gina’s. And how about a real race for once? Let all vessels line up out in Malaspina Strait at
Kelly Isle by Wednesday at 1000h. It was a go. And so the waves gently rocked all to sleep in their sturdy
little boats.

Wednesday at 1000h, found Tula, Tradewinds, Blue Rose, and Freyja A on the start line. The NW winds
blew strong and tugged the sails south .

Heather on Mischief chased the Fleet on the prescribed course, being late for the start line at Kelly Isle
and needed to refuel, just out of the Blind Bay – where she had paused to chat with MayKnot – then
finding that they intended to linger for several days more.

Tula,  as usual, had tacked off to Texada in search of salmon.  The course was now a run, with a shifting
following wind, and against tide. This produced steep island passage waves.  Could the Catalina 27 pull
this off?  Heather was stressed,  feeling seasick, constant forces on the tiller, which began to show
cracking lines, twisting in her hands.
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Tradewinds, Freyja A, and Blue Rose smashed ahead, on a run; fairly directly toward the broad shallows
of Thormanby Isles,  with the ultimate hope to angle across the wave crests and into the narrow entrance
of rocky Smugglers Cove.

Blue Rose was allowed to lead , or was leading – who knows? And came first to the storm tossed
entrance of the Inlet. The waves subsided just three boat lengths away – as usual. But one has to be slow
and accurate – for the rocks are real in the Smugglers lair.

Once into Smugglers, Ken scouted the anchorages, and dropped anchor further in, near the cabin deck,
and stern tied promptly. He then launched the dinghy and motor- he could see that a big US flagged
power boat, (a StinkPot- by crass terms)  had tossed the stern tie line and the anchor directly across the
entrance channel.  Ugly, exactly where Tula and Freyja A had planned a tie up.

Freya A at anchor

Well,  Tradewinds came inside first. Roger, an experienced solo sailor and helicopter pilot for the BC
wilderness, recognized a safety issue imposed on our Canadian craft by the thoughtless stinker,  and so
quickly and accurately expressed the hazard and described the character traits of that skipper in fairly
direct language. Then he dropped it, “no use harboring resentments, it is unhealthy for me”, he noted. 
“Just go and say it accurately,  and it then becomes the other’s problem- how to become a nicer person”.
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However, the Stinker remained on the deck chair, watching and drinking, while the woman crew member
wrung her hands.

Mischief came in and made it past the confusion and the high emotions,  but she had a lot of her own
frazzled energy from that harrowing race voyage.  For now, she had a cracked tiller, was seasick,
physically worn out, and a temper arising from all the unsafe anchorage people.

However, Commodore Ken was in the dinghy and followed her over to assist as needed. Mischief 
dropped the small gift Rocna and powered the windlass down while reversing -to get that secure grab. 
But it was not happening.  the rocks were closer at stern and Ken placed the rubber inflatable at her stern
to prevent a grounding. ( Ken’s phone was now ringing back over on Blue Rose)  With some
consternation, and a few choice words, Heather got the anchor reset – in her excellent fashion, and Ken
did her stern lines.

Looking off to the entrance, Ken saw Peter on Tula doing a stern tie.  Problem was, he was also lecturing
the Stinker, and his anchor was still up.  Ken powered over to be the bumper tug and run the anchor and
chain way out … so as not to cross over the Stinker anchor – although there was an idea of doing just that
and then hauling up the Stinker and tossing it onshore. (But that would be so un-Canadian! )

By now, Tradewinds had been calmly anchored and safely stern tied. They were cozy and watching all
the entertainment.  Their appie pie was ready,  and they would host.

Ken knew Heather’s tiller was unsafe, and now thought how to cut and shorten it. He also had a big spare
tiller, donated from Blake Williams of Sea Fever. It snapped when he grounded in Boat Passage.  Yet
Ken had the family commitment to be in Vancouver at the hospital, at his children’s side, and right now.
The phone call message was urgent.

He talked to Roger and described the work that would resolve this, tossed up the spare tiller. Roger
agreed to take on the Hero project.

With all that done, Ken pulled in the Blue Rose stern lines and powered up the anchor and surfed out the
Smugglers Cove exit, looking at Stinker…might have said something- might even had done a radio Ch 16
to warn other boaters of a Navigation Hazard- a ship at the entrance to Smugglers Cove- don’t recall –
but Ken had bigger issues in very, very high priority. It might have been 1600h…it was like he was a
smuggler, running for some fine gold and jewels, dodging the great authorities- all to make something
happen.

Out in Welcome Passage the winds had increased. It likely affected the BCA Rendezvous Newcastle
crowd- don’t know. But with all sails set to the following stiff breeze,  the engine at 3000 rpm, the Blue
Rose dove and surfed, and corkscrewed the steep seas, at some extreme hull speeds, towards English
Bay.  He phoned and said he would arrive at bedside, ETA 22ooh.  How? Well the spirit knows.

The safety of the Burrard docks was totally blocked by the collected Vancouver night’s Fireworks flotilla
-all expert captains and all correct in anchoring – of course!  The spirit danced Rosie through that mess, 
and docked under the Burrard Bridge, Ken’s little blue car directly arrived at Grace Hospital. The
children were having a strangely joyful, yet tragic experience, it was a wonder to be part of. Friends and
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more family collected.  And so it goes there: the little soul chose very early to return to Heaven, it was her
choice – no one at fault. She was perfect. The wonderful learning is still being resolved in a teaching and
sharing way, with a healing manner created for many, many other people with similar experiences. A
legend of healing if you like.  We look for, and we can see her rainbows.

Meanwhile, back on the Tradewinds potluck, the vast display of events was debriefed. The basic needs of
sailing, food and safe shelter, freedom on our waters and happy social connection were all accomplished.
The cycles of life are true. Except, once again, the Commodore was missing. Perhaps another song to
compose?

And so the waves gently rocked all to sleep in their sturdy little boats.

Thursday, the final day for PCCR, saw strong NW winds. Yet the course was laid out: the Fleet goes back
to Newcastle Isle.

Tradewinds chose to relax in a secret place for lovers (called Anderson Bay). Heather on 
Mischief wanted the better safety of Nanaimo. Peter and the Tula crew wanted a wild sail into “Rob
Dodge land”.  Heather later commented on that particular beam reach:  “It was an exceptional Catalina 27
voyage. Fastest time, biggest waves, and most exhilarating- yes, but with the safe tiller in place.”  Thank
you Roger.

And then she made up three dishes for the Newcastle Rendezvous potluck. The Peterson Cup was going
to Freyja A.  (And we don’t even have to make a new name plate.)

As Lex said at the end of his Currents Editorial in 2004:

“I’ve been stunned by the speed with which one’s life can change, and how it has drawn those close to
me into those changes.   Live your life today”

About The Author

Ken Christie

Blue Rose - DeKleer Bros. 30 Sloop

Ken Christie has been a BCA member since 2010. He organized the 2015 Peterson Cup Cruisers Rally,
and is organizing, and will participate in, this year’s PCCR. Another of Ken’s claims to fame is that he
has a talent for locating solo women sailors. When not cruising BC waters, Ken’s 30’ Fraser sloop, Blue
Rose, lies ready under the Burrard Street Bridge.
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Three Good Reasons to Get a MMSI

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/three-good-reasons-get-mmsi/

Some of you may say what is a MMSI? Short for Maritime Mobile Service Identity, this nine digit
number identifies your vessel and opens many new communication opportunities within the boating
world.

Whether you operate a pleasure craft or a commercial vessel, having a MMSI enhances the detail in a
Mayday or Pan Pan call on a VHF or SSB Radio. It is mandatory for commercial vessels and is now
available for the pleasure craft vessels. With a MMSI number programmed into your radio (VHF &
SSB’s), an exact identification of your vessel is sent when your radio’s distress button is pressed and
held for 5 seconds. Digitally encoded on channel 70, your vessel’s ID is transmitted during a distress call
on a VHF radio and on frequencies 2187.5Khz, 4207.5Khz, 6312Khz, 8414.5Khz, 12577Khz and
16804.5Khz (DSC channels).  So, the first reason to get a MMSI number would be for the safety of your
vessel and crew.

Almost all new VHF Radios are equipped with DSC (Digital Selective Calling), this enables you to create
your own phone book of friends by entering their MMSI numbers into My Calling List. If you are in a
very busy area with a lot of traffic on Channel 16, you can select your friend’s MMSI number along with
a working channel and transmit the call request.  They can acknowledge the call by pressing PTT and
their radio switches to the selected work channel and the conversation begins without cluttering Channel
16. As a result your call becomes a little more private as other boaters did not hear your initial call on
Channel 16.  Reducing clutter on channel 16 and increasing privacy is reason number two.
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More and more electronic devices, such as chartplotters and radars, are using AIS or the Automatic
Identification System.  Mandatory on vessels 300 tonnes and up, AIS requires a MMSI to identify you to
the others around you.  It offers information such as speed, heading, type of vessel and number of crew.
There are two different types of AIS, one that is receive only and one that receives and transmits. This
technology shows others where you are and allows you to text MMSI to MMSI, vessel to vessel or to all
vessels or to a group of MMSI’s.

Click here, for more information on how to get an MMSI in Canada.  There are also a number of AIS
apps that can be used on your iPad, the most popular is Boat Beacon by Pocket Mariner, and there’s also
vessel finder.

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.
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August Rendezvous Is Coming Up!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/august-rendezvous-coming/

Ahoy fellow BCAers & Families!

The BCA August rendezvous is just around the corner, so we hope you have it noted on your calendar, in
your smart phone and tattooed it on your brain … we hope you have RSVP’d already on the BCA website
!

Join us on August 5-7, 2017 at Newcastle Island Provincial Park in Nanaimo for a weekend of fun,
games, camaraderie, conversation, music and good food.

To facilitate the purchasing of sufficient food, please ensure you have registered yourself and your
crew/family/etc. before July 28th.

Note:
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For the past two years, BCA has provided roast meat for the Pot Luck Dinner. This year however, the
ovens are not available to us, due to a wedding taking place at the facility, so we will be unable to repeat
the practice. Please bear this in mind when planning your pot-luck dishes.

 

About The Author

Yvonne Harwood

N/A - Currently looking for a boat

Yvonne is a BCA member and circumnavigator. She has sailed for 55 years clocking over 50,000
offshore nautical miles. Over her sailing history, she has owned or partnered in five boats with lengths
between 30' and 52'. She has also built three boats, hands-on. 
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Peterson Cup Cruising Rally, July 29-August 3, 2017

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/peterson-cup-cruising-rally-july-29-august-3-2017/

Mark your calendar! All BCA members are invited to a unique and fun sailing event in memory of Past
Commodore, Lex Peterson, whose legacy is “do it and get out there, BCA sailors, while you still can!” 
For those who are unsure about what this annual cruising rally is all about, it is:

First and foremost, a cruising rally for those who are looking for some great local sailing and fun
this summer.
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Voyage-friendly for single-handers, female skippers, power boaters, and everyone in-between, be
they old, young, with kids or without, dreamers, doers and doners!
All about fostering seamanship and friendship for people with an active interest in “inshore”
cruising.

Once again, the waters, islands, nooks and crannies of the Salish Sea will become the backdrop for this
year’s cruise:  Panama Canal in Four Days.  Ken Christie will head up the Peterson Cup fleet which
will gather as per tradition in Mark Bay, off Protection Island, Nanaimo, on Sat July 29.  The Dinghy
Dock Pub will be the first official meeting place, at 1600h.

Bright and early (maybe, maybe not) on Sunday morning, the fleet will set sail, seeking adventure, good
food, good grog and great company at the end of the day’s voyage (destination to be determined by
consensus prior to departure).  During the rally, boats must use sails, anchor off (no docks allowed!), and
all food and libations will come from ship’s stores.

The rally officially ends on Thurs, Aug 3 with dinner at Gina’s Mexican Cafe in Nanaimo – just in time
for the fleet to get anchored in Mark Bay or on the Newcastle Island docks for the start of the annual
August BC Day weekend rendezvous which will be held at Newcastle Island Provincial Marine Park. 
Rally participants will all have a chance to win (and trade) fun prizes, the highlight being the awarding of
the coveted Peterson Cup, which will be presented at the Rendezvous.

_______________________________________________
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August Rendezvous: 150th Anniversary of Confederation

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/august-rendezvous-150th-anniversary-confederation/

This year, the BCA peeps get together to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Confederation! So, think
Canada Day, think red and white and dress up your boat in the most Canadian fashion – there will be a 
prize for the best decorated boat in the bay!

Also, be sure to wear your own best red and white attire for the potluck dinner on the Sunday – there will
be prizes as well for the best male and female Canadian inspired outfits! In the meantime, dig up
your best Canadian potluck recipe and be prepared for a great weekend full of activities and fun.

You can get more details about what we have planed on the BCA website.  But here are the highlights for
this year:

New this year! Appie Hour and Swap Meet at the Park – meet for Appie Hour and bring any
treasures that need a good home. Tables will be available.
The always popular and fun floating lunch on Sunday
New this year! Name that Canadian Tune contest after dinner!
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BCA pre-paid for 5 tent spaces, so the first five members to register for camping get a free spot, after that,
the fee is $15.00 per tent in addition to the $5.00 fee for the event registration.

Please RSVP by June 25 and we hope to see you there!

 

_______________________________________________
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